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There is a common view (held e.g. by Meillet and Chomsky) that there are no restrictions on multiple embedding of clauses. Syntax would thus be fully recursive. The author demonstrated in 2007 for inter alia English, German and Finnish that clauses can be recursively embedded in initial position maximally two times, and three times in center-embedded position. Now, Swedish is shown to obey the same restrictions. Double initial and center-embeddings can be found in written Swedish, but no fully authentic triple center-embeddings are on record. Even double initial and centerembeddings are quite rare in written Swedish, and not documented at all in spoken Swedish, supporting the claim that only one cycle of initial and center-embedding of clauses is productive. There is no real clausal recursion in these embedding positions. Final clausal embedding is fully productive to depth three. Deeper final embeddings are restricted to complex genres. Multiple final embeddings in excess of degree five are extremely rare. These restrictions are soft constraints, that is intermediate between grammatical rules and performance limitations.
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